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Abstract

Introduction: One of the most common postoperative complaints after spinal anaesthesia is postoperative urinary retention
(POUR). The prophylactic effect of tamsulosin in reducing POUR in post spinal anaesthesia has not been investigated in a large
scale; therefore the present pilot study was conducted to investigate the efficacy of tamsulosin compared with placebo in preventing
POUR before undertaking larger study. Material and Methods: After obtaining the approval from ethical justification committee of
Indira Gandhi Medical College and associated hospitals, Shimla 50 patients of ASA I and ASA II aged 2060 years of either sex
posted for lower limb /lower abdominal surgery under spinal anaesthesia were included in the study.  Patients were randomised
into two groups of single dose of 0.4 mg Tamsulosin and placebo. Conclusion: It was found that single dose of Tamsulosin
decreases the incidence of POUR in patients post spinal anaesthesia.
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Introduction

Subarachnoid (spinal) block is a safe and effective
alternative to general anaesthesia when the surgical
site is located on the lower extremities, perineum (e.g.,
surgery on the genitalia or anus) and lower
abdominal wall (e.g., inguinal herniorrhaphy). One
of the most common postoperative complaints is
postoperative urinary retention (POUR) which may
be loosely defined as the inability to void despite a

full bladder. There is 50% chance of patients getting
UTI if patients are catheterized for more than 2
dayswhich can cause significant pain, bladder
discomfort, anxiety, and increased cost, resulting in
prolonged hospital stays [14]. Tamsulosin and
alfuzosin are safe selective a1adrenergic receptor
blockers characterized by their favourable side effects
profiles [5,6]. The prophylactic effect of tamsulosin
in reducing POUR has not been investigated in a
large randomized doubleblind study; therefore the
present pilot study was conducted to investigate the
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efficacy of tamsulosin compared with placebo in
preventing POUR before undertaking larger study.

Material and Methods

After obtaining the approval from ethical
justification committee of Indira Gandhi Medical
College and associated hospitals, Shimla 50 patients
of ASA I and ASA II aged 2060 years of either sex
posted for lower limb /lower abdominal surgery under
spinal anaesthesia were included in the study.

This was an observational prospective
randomized doubleblind placebo controlled study
was taken in this department.

Group T (Tamsulosin) patients were given orally
single dose of Tamsulosin tablet 0.4 mg a night before
surgery.

Group C (Control) patients were also given similar
shaped and coloured placebo tablet in the same
schedule.

These drugs were coded and given by the
investigator who was not involved in further study
ensuring double blinding. After data assimilation
the codes were broken and statistical analysis was
done using appropriate statistical test.

Exclusion Criteria

1 Any diagnosed case of urinary tract disease or
catheterized.

2 Allergy and contraindication to tamsulosin tablet.

3 Serious sulfa allergy.

4 Current use of ablocker or initiation of one of these
medication during the intervention phase of the
study will result in subject withdrawal from the
study.

5 Current warfarin use.

Data to be Recorded

Any patient received spinal anaesthesia with
Bupivacaine heavy was enrolled.

1. Type of surgery: Abdominal or lower limb surgery
were noted.

2. Dose of Intrathecal BupivacaineH

3. Adjuvant – if any.

All patients were closely followed for 24 hours
post operatively for voiding and were graded into
various voiding difficulty grades as given:

Grade 0:  Spontaneous voiding without difficulty.

Grade 1: Voiding with difficulty.

Grade 2: Intermittent single evacuation of bladder.

Grade 3: Intermittent repeated evacuation of
bladder.

Grade 4: Continuous catheterization.

Results

The results are given in the from Tables 35 after
demographic data (Tables 1 & 2).

Table 1: Agewise distribution between two groups

Age groups (yrs) Group T Group C p-value 
%age %age 

20 29 30 12 0.109 

30 39 28 32 

4049 18 16 
5060 24 40 

p> 0.05= not significant, p <0.05=significant (*), p< 0.001=highly significant (**)

Table 2: Sensory block level noted in two groups

Sensory Level Groups p- value 
T C 

T4 1 1 0.161 

T5 8 8 
T6 11 15 
T7 4 1 

T8 1 0 

p> 0.05= not significant, p <0.05=significant (*) , p< 0.001=highly significant (**)
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Discussion

Postoperative urinary retention is a well
established and commonly encountered problem
across all surgical specialties with an incidence
ranging from 5% to 75%, in patients undergoing
spinal anaesthesia [79]. Factors like underlying
disease, effects of anaesthetic agents, perioperative
fluid therapy, instrumentation, surgical intervention,
bladder outlet problems, postoperative
immobilization, postoperative pain and use of
narcotics for the same, duration of surgery, gender
and age [10].

Subjects of both group (T & C) enrolled in the study
had experienced difficulty in voiding of different

grades.In group ‘T’ 72%, 16%, 8%, 2% and 2% patients
had voiding difficulty of grades G0, G1, G2, G3 and G4
respectively.  Similarly in group  ‘C’ 48%, 18%, 6%, 14%
and 14% patients had voiding difficulty of grades G0,
G1, G2, G3 and G4 respectively.

There are different criteria to define POUR ranging
from clinical palpation of bladder to inability to pass
urine to amount of urine evacuated or seen by
ultrasound [9,1118].  There is an urgent need to lay
down the guidelines for definition, time of
catheterization and treatment of pour by combined
efforts of various specialities like urologists,
surgeons, anaesthetist and other related branches.
We chose clinical voiding difficulty grading for our
study.

Table 3: Distribution of VDG between two groups

VDG Groups p-value 
T C 

G0 18 12 0.021 

G1 4 4 

G2 2 2 
G3 1 3 

G4 0 4 

p> 0.05= not significant, p <0.05=significant (*) , p< 0.001=highly significant (**)

Table 4: Distribution of VDG according to age

Age Group G0 G1 G2 G3 G4 p-value 

2029 T 8 0 0 0 0 0.529 
C 3 0 0 0 0 

3039 T 6 1 0 0 0 0.190 
C 6 2 0 0 0 

4049 T 4 2 0 0 0 0.528 
C 3 0 1 0 0 

5060 T 1 1 1 0 1 0.000** 
C 1 2 1 3 3 

 
p> 0.05= not significant, p <0.05=significant (*) , p< 0.001=highly significant (**)

Table 5: Voiding difficulty in relation to sensory block

Level of Sensory Block Groups VD SCORE p-value 
G0 G1 G2 G3 G4 

T4 T 0 1 0 0 0 0.157 
C 0 0 0 1 0 

T5 T 4 2 1 0 1 0.173 

C 1 2 1 2 2 

T6 T 9 1 1 0 0 0.304 

C 10 2 1 1 1 

T7 T 3 1 0 0 0 0.101 

C 0 0 0 1 0 

T8 T 1 0 0 0 0 0 

C 0 0 0 0 0 

 p> 0.05= not significant, p <0.05=significant (*) , p< 0.001=highly significant (**)
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When we evaluated overall data between both
the groups we found that there was significant
difference in incidence and severity of voiding
difficulties. As many as 7 patients in the non
tamsulosin, i.e., control group had to be
catheterised for prolonged period compared from
only one in tamsulosin group. 14 patients were in
grade 3 & 4 in control group c.f. only 2 patients in
Tamsulosin group. Similar findings were obtained
in a study by Madani et al. [19] where they studied
effectiveness of tamsulosin in prevention of post
operative urinary retention. They found that POUR
in patients who received tamsulosin was
significantly lower than placebo, as 5.9% of the
patients treated with tamsulosin and 21.1%
placebo group, reported urinary retention
following surgery (p = 0.001). In a study among
626 patients, undertaken by Ahmad et al. [20]  to
assess preventive effects of tamsulosin on POUR
post anorectal surgeries under spinal anaesthesia,
they found that use of tamsulosin (0.4 mg oral
tamsulosin 6h preoperatively and 68 h post
operatively) led to reduction in incidence of post
operative urinary retention. Similar to findings of
our study, Mohammadfallah et al. [21] also found
that perioperative Tamsulosin represents effective
strategy to reduce the risk of POUR in patients
undergoing inguinal herniorrhaphy.Another study
was undertaken by Akkoc et al. [22] where they
studied prophylactic effects of alphablockers on
post operative urinary retention in 180 patients
undergoing surgery under spinal anaesthesia. They
also found that incidence of urinary retention
(defined in their study as painful suprapubic bulge,
confirmed by 500ml of urinary evacuation post
catheterization) was significantly lower in
tamsulosin group, being 5%, compared from 25%
in control group. They also thus suggested as in
our own study that pre operative tasmsulosin
reduces incidence of POUR and also need for
urinary catheterization after surgeries under
spinal anaesthesia.

In different studies [16,23,24] it was
demonstrated that post operative urinary
retention increases with age and the risk increases
by 2.4  to 2.6 time in patients over 50 years of age
is due to progressive neuronal degeneration leading
to bladder dysfunction and problem of benign
prostatic hypertrophy.

 This is similar to finding in our study where we
found that incidence of grade 3 and grade 4 voiding
problems, that is need for frequent evacuations and/
or persistant catheterization was most prevalent in
patients having age more than 50 years, being 28%in

control group, where as it was negligible in younger
patients, compared to only one in tamsulosix group
(above 50 years).

In our study when we compared the effects of
tamsulosin in either sex in both group, it was found
that the incidence of grade 3 and grade 4 difficulties
in voiding was seen mostly in male patients, seen in
13 out of 41 male patients (31%) whereas only one
female patient had similar grade complaint out of 9
female patients in control group (11%); findings were
similar to previous studies [16,25].

Out of different comorbidities diabetes mellitus,
due to its neuropathic effect may have some
significance in POUR [26], but we found no significant
difference in relation to diabetes mellitus in small
group of 5 patients having the disease.

Detrusormuscle is completely relaxed after 25
minutes of spinal anaesthesia and its recovery
depends on the duration of sensory block above the
S2 and S3 sacral segments. Sensory block is regressed
to S3 level after 78 hours post spinal anaesthesia.
After the regression of sensory block to S3 level it
further takes approximately 15 minutes for detrusor
muscles functions to start, it may take 13 hours post
sensory regression for normal function of detrusor to
start [27]. In our study there was no significant
variation in post operative urinary retention in
relation to height of sensory block level like in other
studies [28]. Fentanyl was the commonest adjuvant
used in our study and we found that there was
aggravation of POUR due to it, a finding corroborated
by other studies [29,30].

Conclusion

Thus we conclude that short tamsulosin therapy
during perioperative 0.4 mg oral tab 1012 hours
preoperatively in our pilot study. However, we
recommend that this study be carried out more
extensively on larger samples on different
populations to arrive at a final conclusion regarding
the validity of tamsulosin drug usage.
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